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[1] Data from laboratory flumes and natural streams show that the critical Shields stress
for initial sediment motion increases with channel slope, which indicates that particles of
the same size are more stable on steeper slopes. This observation is contrary to
standard models that predict reduced stability with increasing slope due to the added
downstream gravitational force. Processes that might explain this discrepancy are explored
using a simple force-balance model, including increased drag from channel walls and
bed morphology, variable friction angles, grain emergence, flow aeration, and changes to
the local flow velocity and turbulent fluctuations. Surprisingly, increased drag due to
changes in bed morphology does not appear to be the cause of the slope dependency
because both the magnitude and trend of the critical Shields stress are similar for flume
experiments and natural streams, and significant variations in bed morphology in flumes is
unlikely. Instead, grain emergence and changes in local flow velocity and turbulent
fluctuations seem to be responsible for the slope dependency due to the coincident
increase in the ratio of bed-roughness scale to flow depth (i.e., relative roughness).
A model for the local velocity within the grain-roughness layer is proposed based on a 1-D
eddy viscosity with wake mixing. In addition, the magnitude of near-bed turbulent
fluctuations is shown to depend on the depth-averaged flow velocity and the relative
roughness. Extension of the model to mixed grain sizes indicates that the coarser fraction
becomes increasingly difficult to transport on steeper slopes.
Citation: Lamb, M. P., W. E. Dietrich, and J. G. Venditti (2008), Is the critical Shields stress for incipient sediment motion dependent
on channel-bed slope?, J. Geophys. Res., 113, F02008, doi:10.1029/2007JF000831.
1. Introduction
[2] Predicting initial sediment motion is one of the most
fundamental and practical problems in sedimentology and
geomorphology. Sediment transport predictions are needed
to route sediment through river networks [Cui and Parker,
2005; Cui et al., 2006; Wiele et al., 2007], model river
incision into bedrock [Sklar and Dietrich, 2004; Lamb et
al., 2007], restore river functionality and habitat [Rosgen,
1996; Buffington et al., 2004], and mitigate debris flows
initiated from channel-beds [Papa et al., 2004]. Sediment
transport predictions also are crucial for understanding
surface processes on planets and satellites like Mars and
Titan, as they provide a straightforward and quantitatively
robust method for constraining the amount of fluid that is
flowing or once flowed across these planetary surfaces
[Komar, 1979; Burr et al., 2006; Lamb et al., 2006; Perron
et al., 2006].
[3] Many widely used bed load sediment-transport mod-
els are based on the concept that sediment transport either
begins at, or can be scaled by, a constant value of the non-
dimensional bed-shear stress or the critical Shields stress t*c
[Meyer-Peter and Mu¨ller, 1948; Engelund and Fredsoe,
1976; Luque and van Beek, 1976; Parker, 1990; Wilcock
and Crowe, 2003]. The Shields stress is defined as
t*cg 
tg
ðrs  rÞgD
¼
u2
*
rgD
ð1Þ
where tg is the shear stress at the bed, and the shear velocity
u* 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tg=r
p
. D is the diameter of a particle, g is the
acceleration due to gravity, and r is the submerged specific
density of the sediment, r = (rs  r)/r, where rs and r are
the densities of sediment and fluid, respectively. The
subscript g in equation (1) is used to denote the portion of
the total bed stress that is borne by sediment grains on the
bed (discussed below). t*c without further subscripts is used
to describe the critical Shields criterion generically, without
regard to stress partitioning.
[4] The concept of a constant Shields-stress criterion for
incipient motion is based on the pioneering experimental
work of Shields [1936], which showed that the Shields
stress at incipient motion t*c varies with the particle
Reynolds number Rep, but is roughly constant (i.e., t*c 
0.045 [Miller et al., 1977; Yalin and Karahan, 1979]) for
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Rep > 10
2 (corresponding to about D > 3 mm for rivers on
Earth), where
Rep ¼
u*D
n
ð2Þ
and n is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. This result has
been reproduced by many others (e.g., see review by
Buffington and Montgomery [1997]), although significant
scatter in the data exists. Theoretical models based on
balancing forces on particles also have reproduced these
experimental findings [e.g., Wiberg and Smith, 1987a;
Bridge and Bennett, 1992].
[5] Considerable attention has been placed on sediment
mixtures, in which grain shape, orientation, exposure,
protrusion, and variable pocket geometry can influence
the critical Shields stress [e.g., Wiberg and Smith, 1987a;
Kirchner et al., 1990; Komar and Carling, 1991; Johnston
et al., 1998]. If t*c is a constant, then equation (1) indicates
that smaller particles are more mobile, as they require less
shear stress to move (Note that the term ‘‘mobility’’ is used
herein to describe the boundary shear stress necessary to
initiate sediment motion, and does not refer to the rate of
bed load transport). Most studies have shown, however, that
sediment is more equally mobile than that predicted by
equation (1) because the differences in exposure and friction
angles tend to offset differences in particle weight [Parker et
al., 1982; Wiberg and Smith, 1987a; Parker, 1990]. Incip-
ient motion for mixtures then can be reasonably determined
from a single function of t*c for the bulk mixture with the
representative grain diameter in equations (1) and (2) set to
D = D50, where D50 is the median grain size. Nevertheless,
finer particles are generally considered to move at slightly
lower shear stresses than coarser particles [e.g., Parker,
1990; Ferguson, 2003], and this difference can be more
profound in steep mountain streams [e.g., Andrews, 1983;
Lenzi et al., 2006].
[6] While experimental studies on incipient particle
motion have explored a wide range of parameter space,
they often have been limited to moderate channel slopes and
consequently the empirically determined t*c might not be
applicable to steep mountain streams or lowland rivers
(Slope is defined here as S = tan b, where b is the bed-
slope angle from horizontal). Shields himself recognized a
potential slope dependency of t*c [Shields, 1936], but it was
over 30 years before Neill [1967] showed that t*c increases
with increasing channel slope. Neill later retracted his
results and stated that criticism from colleagues caused
him to re-examine his data, which revealed measurement
bias [Neill, 1968]. The original slope-dependent findings of
Neill, however, have been reproduced subsequently for
steep slopes in experimental [Ashida and Bayazit, 1973;
Aguirre-Pe, 1975; Bathurst et al., 1984; Olivero, 1984; Graf
and Suszka, 1987; Torri and Poesen, 1988; Aguirre-Pe and
Fuentes, 1991; Picon, 1991] and field studies [Bartnick,
1991; Mueller et al., 2005; Lenzi et al., 2006]. Detailed
experiments by Shvidchenko and Pender [2000] and
Shvidchenko et al. [2001] indicate that incipient motion is
slope dependent even on low slopes (S < 0.01) and for small
particles (Rep < 10
2), which suggests that a slope-dependent
Shields stress is applicable for lowland rivers as well as
steep mountain streams.
[7] The reasons for an increase in critical Shields stress
with increasing channel slope remain largely unexplored.
Consequently t*c is typically assumed to be independent of
slope in bed load transport models (see Shvidchenko et al.
[2001], Papanicolaou et al. [2004], and Mueller and Pitlick
[2005] for notable exceptions). Theoretical models actually
suggest an opposite trend to that observed; sediment should
become more mobile as slope increases due to the increased
component of gravity in the downstream direction [e.g.,
Wiberg and Smith, 1987a].
[8] The reduced mobility on steep slopes has been
attributed to increased relative roughness of the flow
(i.e., ks/h where h is the total flow depth and ks is the
roughness length-scale of the bed) [e.g., Shields, 1936;
Ashida and Bayazit, 1973; Buffington and Montgomery,
1997; Buffington and Montgomery, 1999; Shvidchenko and
Pender, 2000; Mueller et al., 2005], since for a given total
bed stress, the flow depth varies inversely with bed slope
for steady uniform flow. It is true that the total flow
resistance (i.e., the depth-averaged flow velocity normal-
ized by the shear velocity, as in Manning-Strickler or
Darcy-Weisbach friction relations) is a function of ks/h for
flow over hydraulically rough beds [Nikuradse, 1933]. It is
the local near-bed velocity, however, that induces sediment
motion [e.g., Wiberg and Smith, 1987b]. Both standard
formulations for the local velocity (e.g., the log-layer
profile [Nikuradse, 1933; Schlichting, 1979]) and velocity
profiles corrected for particle-induced form drag [e.g.,
Wiberg and Smith, 1987b, 1991; Nelson et al., 1991]
predict a local near-bed flow velocity that is a function
of z/ks (where z is the height above the bed), but is
independent of the total flow depth h and relative rough-
ness ks/h.
[9] Some have formulated models based on a critical mean
flow velocity (e.g., a critical discharge [e.g., Schoklitsch,
1962; Bathurst, 1987] or a critical densimetric Froude
number [e.g., Aguirre-Pe et al., 2003]) for incipient motion,
rather than t*c, and claimed to find a better collapse of the
data with relative roughness. As pointed out by Gessler
[1971] andBettess [1984], however, thesemodels necessarily
trend with relative roughness because the mean flow velocity
is a function of the relative roughness [Nikuradse, 1933], and
therefore are not an improvement over the Shields approach.
[10] The goal of this paper is to present a mechanistic
model and a compilation of data, which indicate that the
critical Shields stress for incipient motion is a function of
channel slope. First we present a comprehensive collection
of flume and field data for coarse particles that indicates that
sediment is less mobile (larger t*c) on steeper slopes.
Second, a simple force-balance model is formulated that
allows for predictions of t*c for single-sized sediment.
Third, we hypothesize several effects that might explain
the variation in t*c with channel slope and incorporate them
into the force-balance model to assess quantitatively their
influence on incipient motion. The effects considered are
wall drag, drag due to morphologic structures on the bed,
variable friction angles, grain emergence, flow aeration, and
slope-dependent variations in the structure of flow velocity
and turbulent fluctuations. The results suggest that the slope
dependent critical Shields stress is fundamentally due to the
coincident change in ks/h with slope for a given bed stress
and roughness. Surprisingly, it is the eddy viscosity and
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turbulent fluctuations that appear to depend most strongly
on ks/h, not form drag from particles or morphologic
structures as is often assumed. Last, we extend the model
to sediment mixtures and discuss implications for natural
streams.
2. Data Compilation
[11] A large set of experimental and field data from
incipient motion studies in unidirectional flows is presented
in Figure 1. The data have been filtered so that only
measurements with Rep > 10
2 are shown. By neglecting
studies with Rep  102 the flow is hydraulically rough and
potential false relations with S have been avoided since, for
small Rep, t*c is a function of Rep which in turn is a
function of S (see Buffington and Montgomery [1997] for
discussion). Thus the data in Figure 1 represent the regime
where t*c is thought to be a constant ranging from 0.03 to
0.06 [Buffington andMontgomery, 1997]. Yalin and Karahan
[1979] andWilcock [1993], for example, suggested a constant
t*c value of 0.047 for mixed size gravel, which is widely
used. It is clear from Figure 1 that much of the data does not
fall within 0.03 < t*c < 0.06. Moreover, despite data scatter,
there is a trend of increasing critical Shields stress with
channel slope. A best fit line to all data (in a least squaresd
sense) is shown in Figure 1 and is given by
t*c ¼ 0:15S0:25 ð3Þ
[12] The data are separated according to the environment
where they were collected: laboratory flumes or natural
streams (field). Both data sets appear to have a similar
magnitude and trend of t*c with channel slope. There is an
obvious lack of data for S < 103 and S > 101, the former
Figure 1. Compilation of previously published data showing the slope dependency of the critical
Shields stress. t*c is used here generically, where in actuality most of the data are based on the total
stress (i.e., t*cT) and some of these are corrected for wall drag (i.e., t*cTR). The best fit line in a least
squares sense is given by t*c = 0.15S
0.25 with an r-square value of 0.41. Also shown are the typical
upper t*c = 0.06 and lower values t*c = 0.03 assumed for a gravel bed. The data have been filtered so
that Rep > 10
2. Data sources include Buffington and Montgomery [1997], Shvidchenko and Pender
[2000], and Mueller et al. [2005]. Data sources previously compiled by Buffington and Montgomery
[1997] include: Gilbert [1914], Liu [1935], USWES [1935], Ho [1939], Meyer-Peter and Mu¨eller
[1948], Neill [1967], Paintal [1971], Everts [1973], Ashida and Bayazit [1973], Fernandez Luque and
van Beek [1976], Mizuyama [1977], Bathurst et al. [1979, 1984, 1987], Day [1980], Dhamotharan et
al. [1980], Parker and Klingeman [1982], Ikeda [1982], Carling [1983], Diplas [1987], Graf and
Suszka [1987], Hammond et al. [1984], Wilcock [1987], Ashworth and Ferguson [1989], Parker
[1990], Komar and Carling [1991], Ashworth et al. [1992], Wilcock and McArdell [1993], Ferguson
[1994] and Wathen et al. [1995]. In addition, the data set includes the data of Milhous [1973]
previously compiled and analyzed by Komar [1987], Wilcock and Southard [1988], Komar and
Carling [1991] and Wilcock [1993].
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is likely due to the bed being sand covered in natural rivers
(i.e., Rep  102).
[13] The scatter in the data probably is due to differences
in friction angles, drag from channel walls and morphologic
structures on the bed, sediment shapes, and size distribu-
tions. In addition, there is variability in the criteria for
defining incipient motion [Buffington and Montgomery,
1997]. This notwithstanding, the trend of increasing t*c
with S is significant despite the fact that the data have not
been corrected to account for these effects. The remainder
of the paper is devoted to explaining the overall trend in the
data by balancing forces about a particle.
3. Force Balance Model
[14] In stream flow, the buoyancy force FB, lift force FL,
and drag force FD act to mobilize particles, while the force
due to gravity FG holds particles in place (Figure 2) [e.g.,
Wiberg and Smith, 1987a]. Initial particle motion occurs
when these forces are balanced (in the coordinate system
parallel to the streambed), i.e.,
FD þ FG  FBð Þ sinb¼ FG  FBð Þ cos b  FL½ 
 tanf0 ð4Þ
where f0 is the friction angle between grains and b is the
bed-slope angle (S  tan b). In this model, we neglect the
possibility that particles might move due to undermining. In
equation (4), FB is taken to be in the vertical direction,
rather than perpendicular to the water surface as is
sometimes assumed [Mizuyama, 1977; Christensen, 1995],
based on the discussion of Chiew and Parker [1995]. We
define the forces acting on a particle as follows:
FD ¼ 1
2
CDr u2
 
Axs ð5Þ
FL ¼ 1
2
CLr u2
 
Axs ð6Þ
FB ¼ rgVps ð7Þ
FG ¼ rsgVp ð8Þ
where CD and CL are the drag and lift coefficients,
respectively. Vp is the total volume of the particle. In this
derivation, we allow for the fact that a portion of the particle
might be emergent from the flow at incipient motion. Thus
Axs is the cross-sectional area of the particle that is
perpendicular to and exposed to the flow. Axs does not
include any portion of the particle that is emergent from the
flow or within the zero-velocity region near the bed
[Kirchner et al., 1990]. Likewise, Vps is the submerged
volume of the particle and equals Vp only if the particle is
fully submerged. hu2i is local velocity squared and spatially
averaged over Axs. Equations (5)–(8) can be combined and
rearranged in terms of a critical Shields stress as,
t*cg ¼
u2
*
rgD
¼ 2
CD
u2
*
u2h i cosb
tanf0  tanb
1þ ðFL=FDÞ tanf0
 
 Vp
AxsD
1
r
rs
r
 Vps
Vp
  
: ð9Þ
Equation (9) is identical to the formula derived by Wiberg
and Smith [1987a] except for the term in the brackets, which
accounts for grain emergence and is equal to a constant (i.e.,
a grain-shape factor) for a fully submerged particle.
[15] Equation (9) has been written in terms of the portion
of shear stress that acts on the sediment grains tg. In
practice, the Shields stress more often is calculated from
laboratory or field measurements of the total driving stress
at the bed tT, which is a sum of the stress spent on the
channel walls tw, bed morphology tm, and the particles of
interest on the bed tg [e.g., Einstein and Barbarossa, 1952;
Vanoni and Brooks, 1957; Smith and McLean, 1977], i.e.
tT ¼ tg þ tm þ tw: ð10Þ
Note that we use the term morphologic drag (i.e., tm) to
describe the portion of the total stress spent on collections
of particles and other bed morphologic structures that are
larger than the individual grain scale. Morphologic drag is
used instead of the more common term form drag because
each individual component of stress in equation (10) (i.e.,
tg, tm and tw) can result from a combination of viscous
skin-friction stresses and form-drag stresses [e.g., McLean
and Nikora, 2006], although form drag dominates for high
roughness Reynolds numbers. For steady and uniform flow
conditions, the total stress at the bed can be calculated
from
tT ¼ rgh sinb: ð11Þ
In practice, the low-slope approximation of sin b  tan b  S
is often employed. By combining equations (1) and (9)–(11),
we formulate a version of the critical Shields stress t*cT that
incorporates both the total stress and the low-slope
approximation as
t*cT ¼
hS
rD
¼ 2
CD
u2
*
u2h i
tT
tT  tm  tw
 
tanf0  tanb
1þ ðFL=FDÞ tanf0
 
 Vp
AxsD
1
r
rs
r
 Vps
Vp
  
ð12Þ
Figure 2. Force balance on a grain (modified from Wiberg
and Smith [1987a]). FB, FL, FD and FG are the forces due to
buoyancy, lift, drag and gravity, respectively. f0 is the
friction angle and b is the bed-slope angle.
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As can be seen by inspection of equation (12), the term tan b
will cause t*cT to decrease with increasing channel slope,
which is counter to the observations (Figure 1). This indicates
that, for a given particle size D, at least one of the other
variables in equation (12) must depend on channel slope or
flow depth h in such a way that produces increasing t*cTwith
increasing channel slope. Below, several of the terms in
equation (12) are considered.
4. Potential Slope Dependent Effects
[16] In this section wall drag, drag from morphologic
structures on the bed, variable friction angles, grain emer-
gence, air entrainment, variable drag and lift coefficients,
the local vertical-velocity profile, and the structure of
turbulent velocity fluctuations are considered as potential
causes for the slope dependency of t*cT. In section 5, these
effects are quantified and incorporated into the force bal-
ance (equation (12)) to assess their importance on incipient
motion.
4.1. Wall Drag
[17] Wall drag (tw) is the portion of the driving stress that
is spent on the channel banks. In rectangular channels where
the channel bed and walls are equally rough, the wall drag
can be calculated from tw = (2h/w)tg [Vanoni and Brooks,
1957]. Thus wall drag becomes important for channels with
small width-to-depth ratios. For this case, a critical Shields
number that incorporates wall drag t*cTR can be written by
substituting tw = (2h/w)tg and equation (10) into equa-
tion (12) and rearranging, as
t*cTR ¼
RS
rD
¼ 2
CD
u2
*
u2h i
tT
tT  tm
 
tanf0  tanb
1þ ðFL=FDÞ tanf0
 
 Vp
AxsD
1
r
rs
r
 Vps
Vp
  
ð13Þ
where the hydraulic radius is R = wh/(w + 2h). Note that this
formulation for the wall drag should not be used when the
wall roughness is substantially different than that on the
bed. For example, in flume experiments with smooth walls,
tw will be much smaller [Johnson, 1942; Houjou et al.,
1990].
[18] Neglecting wall corrections could result in a slope-
dependent critical Shields stress if the width-to-depth ratios
of flows at incipient motion decrease, or the roughness of
the channel walls relative to the bed increase with channel
slope. The former is likely true in natural channels where
the bankfull width-to-depth ratio tends to be inversely
related to channel slope [e.g., Parker et al., 2007]. This
notwithstanding, a partial or full wall correction (see
Buffington and Montgomery [1997] for discussion) has
been applied to the much of the data presented in Figure 1
[e.g., Gilbert, 1914; Liu, 1935; U.S. Waterways Experimen-
tation Station (USWES), 1935; Meyer-Peter and Mu¨eller,
1948; Neill, 1967; Paintal, 1971; Everts, 1973; Ashida and
Bayazit, 1973; Fernandez Luque and van Beek, 1976; Ikeda,
1982; Mizuyama, 1977; Bathurst et al., 1987; Graf and
Suszka, 1987;Wilcock, 1987, 1993; Ashworth and Ferguson,
1989; Ashworth et al., 1992; Wilcock and McArdell, 1993;
Shvidchenko and Pender, 2000]. Moreover, many of these
individual studies show a slope-dependent critical Shields
stress [e.g., Ashida and Bayazit, 1973; Mizuyama, 1977;
Bathurst et al., 1987; Graf and Suszka, 1987; Shvidchenko
and Pender, 2000]. Therefore other factors besides wall drag
must be responsible for the slope-dependent critical Shields
stress.
4.2. Bed Morphology and Friction Angles
[19] Changes to the bed morphology with channel slope
might affect the incipient motion criteria given by
equation (12) through variations in the stress borne on
morphologic structures (tm), friction angles (f0), or both.
It is common to assume that the trend of increasing critical
Shields stress with slope is due to an increase in drag
caused by morphologic structures on the bed (tm) [Buffington
and Montgomery, 1997; Mueller et al., 2005; Lenzi et al.,
2006; Parker et al., 2007]. The stress spent on morphologic
structures usually is dominated by form drag due to flow
separation, wakes, and secondary currents caused by particle
clusters [Brayshaw et al., 1983;Hassan and Reid, 1990], stone
cells [Church et al., 1998; Hassan and Church, 2000], bars
[Parker and Peterson, 1980; Millar, 1999], woody debris
[Braudrick and Grant, 2000; Manga and Kirchner, 2000],
immobile or protruding particles [Wiberg and Smith, 1991;
Nelson et al., 1991; Millar, 1999; Yager et al., 2007] or
step-pools [Bathurst, 1985; Aberle and Smart, 2003; Wilcox
et al., 2006].
[20] The magnitude of form drag due to flow separation
in turbulent flow is proportional to the size and concentra-
tion of the roughness elements, and the square of the local
flow velocity about the elements [e.g., Batchelor, 1967;
Smith and McLean, 1977]. Thus the hypothesized increase
in morphologic drag on steeper slopes could be due to
changes in the bed morphology that increase roughness. For
example, if the size or concentration of morphologic struc-
tures on the channel bed increase with increasing channel
slope, then this could cause greater morphologic drag (tm)
and larger t*cT on steeper slopes (equation (12)). These
effects are undoubtedly important in natural streams [Millar,
1999; Buffington et al., 2004], but are not important in
flume experiments where the same sediment of near-
uniform size was used on different slopes, and the sedi-
ment beds were leveled before each experiment.
[21] In addition to morphologic drag, systematic changes
in the friction angle f0 with increasing channel slope also
might be responsible for the trend in t*c with slope.
Variations in friction angles can occur in natural streams
because of differences in shapes, orientations, and sorting
of the supplied sediment [Kirchner et al., 1990; Buffington
et al., 1992; Johnston et al., 1998; Armanini and Gregoretti,
2005]. The morphologic structures described above could
cause larger f0 if grains formmore stable patterns [Brayshaw
et al., 1983; Hassan and Church, 2000; Church and Hassan,
2002]. In addition, bimodal size distributions (e.g., sand and
gravel) can have a smoothing effect by reducing friction
angles and consequently t*cT [Wilcock, 1998; Wilcock and
Crowe, 2003], and sand might be more prevalent in lower
sloping rivers. Nonetheless, like morphologic drag, a
systematic increase in friction angles with channel slope
is an unlikely result for flume experiments where the
sediment mixture was held constant at different channel
slopes.
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[22] Since variations in morphologic structures and fric-
tion angles with channel slope are deemed unimportant in
flume experiments, a comparison between flume and field
data allows for the assessment of these effects in natural
streams. Surprisingly, there is no distinct difference in either
the magnitude of t*c or the trend with channel slope
between field and flume data (Figure 1). It is possible that
there is some effect of increasing morphologic drag or
friction angles for S > 0.02 as much of the field data plot
above the regression line for these slopes. The field data,
however, are also more scattered than the flume data, which
could be due to more variable morphologic drag in the field
(or other effects discussed above). Nonetheless, like the
flume data, it seems reasonable to conclude that morpho-
logic drag and variable friction angles are not primarily
responsible for the observed slope dependency in the field.
4.3. Grain Emergence
[23] One obvious effect that would cause reduced mobil-
ity with increasing slope is grain emergence [Graf, 1979].
As a particle emerges from the flow, both the area of the
particle that is exposed to the flow Axs and the buoyancy
force on the particle are reduced, which results in reduced
mobility with increasing slope. This can be seen in the
term
Vp
AxsD
1
r
rs
r  VpsVp
	 
h i
in equation (12), which becomes
large with particle emergence. This, however, cannot fully
explain the observed trend because a slope-dependent
Shields criterion has been documented for S < 102 when
grains were well submerged (Figure 1) [Shvidchenko and
Pender, 2000]. At incipient motion, particles typically are
not emergent from the flow for S < 101 [Ashida and
Bayazit, 1973].
4.4. Air Entrainment
[24] To our knowledge, Wittler and Abt [1995] were the
first to suggest that aeration would result in reduced
mobility with increasing channel slope due to a reduction
in the density of the water-air mixture. Aeration also can
affect the mean flow velocity and the corresponding bulk
friction factor [Straub et al., 1954; Straub and Lamb, 1956;
Chanson, 2004]. The mean flow velocity increases with
increased aeration because of reduced drag, so it is probable
that these two effects offset one another when assessing the
drag force on a particle. Because of the lack of data, only
reduced fluid density with aeration is considered here.
[25] From continuity, the density of the air-water mixture
r can be written as
r ¼ rw 1 cað Þ ð14Þ
where rw is the density of water, ca is the volumetric
concentration of air, and the mass of air is assumed
negligible. The equilibrium concentration of air in open-
channel flow has been shown to be a strong function of
channel slope. Chanson [1994] fit the relationship
ca ¼ 0:9 sinb ð15Þ
to experimental data [Straub and Anderson, 1958; Aivazyan,
1987] and suggested that the relationship is independent of
flow discharge, velocity, and channel roughness. None-
theless, equation (15) probably underestimates the air
concentration in natural streams because it does not take
into account large roughness elements that can enhance
mixing. For example, air concentrations of 0.1 to 0.4 have
been measured in the wake of a hydraulic jump in a natural
stream with a reach-averaged bed slope of about 0.04 [Valle
and Pasternack, 2006]. Equation (15) only predicts an air
concentration of 0.036 for the same slope.
[26] Stream aeration appears to be a plausible mechanism
for an increase in t*c with increasing channel slope.
Equations (14) and (15) indicate that the fluid density would
decrease with increasing channel slope due to aeration. A
reduction in fluid density decreases the drag on the particles
and the buoyancy force, which both increase particle
stability (equation (12)). As will be shown in section 5,
however, aeration cannot fully explain the observed slope
dependence of the critical Shields criterion because signif-
icant aeration only occurs for steep slopes.
4.5. Drag and Lift Coefficients
[27] The drag coefficient CD is typically thought to be
independent of channel slope, with a constant value of about
0.4 to 0.5 for large particle Reynolds numbers based on the
settling velocity of spheres [Schlichting, 1979]. Direct
measurements using a force transducer suggest that this is
an underestimate and that CD ffi 0.9 [Nelson et al., 2001;
Schmeeckle et al., 2007]. Very few studies have measured
CD under shallow flows or on steep slopes. One notable
exception is the study of Flammer et al. [1970], which
showed that drag can increase by an order of magnitude for
shallow flows due to back-water effects and an associ-
ated pressure differential across a particle referred to as
wave-drag. Later experiments have confirmed this trend
[Lawrence, 2000; Carling et al., 2002]. Unfortunately, these
relationships are difficult to incorporate into a force balance
because CD was measured as a function of the depth-
averaged velocity rather than the local velocity around the
grain. Because the depth-averaged velocity is a function of
the relative roughness ks/h and the local velocity about the
grains is not (as discussed in section 1), these measurements
might falsely indicate increasing CD with increasing relative
roughness. Caution also should be used when applying
these results to natural settings because the measurements
were often made on isolated particles in an otherwise flat
flume bed. Particles, when isolated, provide a more signif-
icant obstacle to the flow than for a packed sediment bed,
and therefore might produce a larger pressure differential. If
the wave-drag hypothesis is correct, incorporating the
additional pressure differential would produce deceasing
t*c with increasing slope, which is opposite of the observed
trend (Figure 1). Therefore this cannot be the mechanism for
increasing t*c with channel slope.
[28] Several studies have pointed to the fact that CD might
have a particle Reynolds number dependence even for
large Rep where t*c is thought to be Reynolds-number
independent. For isolated spheres with Rep > 10
5, CD is
known to decrease from 0.5 to about 0.2, which is deemed
the drag crisis [Schlichting, 1979; Shen and Wang, 1985].
Shvidchenko and Pender [2000] showed that t*c decreased
with increasing Rep (for constant S) even for 10
2 < Rep <
105. Figure 3 shows the incipient motion data stratified
according to Rep. There might be a slight trend of increasing
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t*c with increasing Rep, but this is due to the dependence of
Rep on S and should not be considered important. Looking
at the variation in t*c along lines of equal slope, there does
not appear to be a significant Reynolds number dependence.
There are no data for Rep > 105, such that the effect of the
drag crises cannot be determined.
[29] Little work has been done on measuring the lift
coefficient, especially in steep streams with low particle
submergence. Recent direct measurements indicate that lift
does not scale with the velocity difference across a grain
[Nelson et al., 2001; Schmeeckle et al., 2007], which is
inconsistent with expectations of flow according to the
Bernoulli principle. It seems possible that lift forces might
become less important when grains emerge from the flow,
although pressure fluctuations within a porous bed can still
cause lift on emergent particles [Smart, 2005; Vollmer and
Kleinhans, 2007]. The lack of data and theory make it
difficult to incorporate lift into a force balance at present
[Nelson et al., 2001; Schmeeckle and Nelson, 2003;
Schmeeckle et al., 2007].
4.6. Structure of Average Flow Velocity
[30] The remaining process that could be responsible for
the decrease in mobility with increasing slope is the structure
of the local flow velocity, i.e., u/u* in equation (12). The
double-averaged component of the flow velocity u (i.e.,
averaged in time and space [e.g., McLean and Nikora,
2006]) is considered here and turbulent fluctuations are
discussed in section 4.7. The flow velocity u is typically
described as varying logarithmically near the bed [Schlichting,
1979],
uðzÞ
u*
¼ 1
k
ln
z
z0
 
ð16Þ
where z is the height above the bed, k is von Karman’s
constant of 0.41, and z0 = ks/30 for hydraulically rough flow
[Nikuradse, 1933]. There is no total depth (h) dependency
in equation (16), hence the local velocity is predicted to be
independent of relative roughness ks/h and channel slope for
a given shear stress (Figure 4). For example, given a
constant roughness height ks and total shear stress, an
increase in the flow depth is predicted to have no effect on
the velocity at any location above the bed. This is the basis
for the conclusion by many [e.g., Yalin, 1977] that incipient
motion does not depend on the relative roughness.
[31] Equation (16), however, is a poor predictor of the
velocity around particles. Within the so-called roughness
layer, the flow around sediment particles is strongly 3-D
and influenced by wakes shed by grains [Nowell and
Church, 1979; Schmeeckle and Nelson, 2003]. A unified
theory does not yet exist for velocity profiles in the
roughness layer, but observations in mountain streams have
shown that the velocity profile can deviate strongly from
logarithmic [e.g., Byrd and Furbish, 2000; Wohl and
Thompson, 2000].
[32] Some authors have suggested that, for the same bed
shear stress, an increase in relative roughness causes a
decrease in flow velocity around bed particles [e.g., Ashida
and Bayazit, 1973; Bayazit, 1978; Graf, 1991; Shvidchenko
and Pender, 2000; Vollmer and Kleinhans, 2007]. This
hypothesis is partially supported by the experiments of
Chiew and Parker [1994]. They measured the conditions
of incipient motion on variable slopes in a sealed duct and
were thus able to vary slope while holding the relative
roughness constant. Contrary to the open-channel experi-
ments in Figure 1, Chiew and Parker [1994] showed that
t*c decreased with increasing channel slope due to the
increased gravitational component in the downstream direc-
tion. These experiments, therefore, indicate that the observed
increase in t*c with increasing slope in open-channel flow is
fundamentally due to the coincident increase in relative
roughness (for the same boundary shear stress and particle
size), although lack of aeration also might have been a factor.
[33] There are several 1-D models for flow velocity
within roughness elements, drawing largely on atmospheric
boundary layer studies [e.g., Raupach et al., 1991] or flow
through vegetation [e.g., Lightbody and Nepf, 2006]. Katul
et al. [2002] suggested a hyperbolic tangent function, but
their relationship is only valid for h > D because the
inflection point at z = D must be specified. Nikora et al.
[2001, 2004] and McLean and Nikora [2006] have sug-
gested constant, linear, and exponential velocity profiles
within the roughness layer, based on different scaling argu-
ments utilizing the double-averaged equations of motion.
All of these models, however, predict a local velocity that is
independent of relative roughness, which is contrary to
available data [Bayazit, 1975; Tsujimoto, 1991]. Thus ap-
plying these models to incipient particle motion would not
result in the observed slope-dependent critical-Shields
stress.
[34] Relative roughness might affect velocity profiles by
(1) reducing the stress borne by the fluid due to particle-
induced form drag or (2) by changing the deformability of
the fluid (i.e., its eddy viscosity) for a given bed stress. For
example, the models of Wiberg and Smith [1987b, 1991]
and Nelson et al. [1991] considered both of these effects.
These models showed that particle-induced form drag does
affect local velocity profiles, and for a given total stress,
form drag is a function of the bed roughness-length scale ks
Figure 3. Incipient motion data from Figure 1 stratified
according to particle Reynolds number Rep.
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as well as the concentration of roughness elements. None-
theless, the models also suggest that for a given ks, particle-
induced form drag is not a function of flow depth, relative
roughness or channel slope. We emphasize here that flow
resistance is not equivalent to particle form drag. Flow
resistance is a non-dimensional quantity that relates the
depth-averaged flow velocity to the shear velocity, as in
the Manning-Strickler and Darcy-Weisbach flow-resistance
relations, and it necessarily is a function of (ks/h) because
the flow velocity is integrated over the total depth. Particle
form drag, on the other hand, is a force due to pressure
differentials about particles from wakes, and it scales with
the local velocity around the particles [Batchelor, 1967], not
the depth-averaged velocity. For simplicity, and because
particle form drag appears to be independent of slope and
ks/h (for the same total shear stress), a particle-form-drag
correction for the local flow velocity [e.g., Wiberg and
Smith, 1991] is not attempted here.
[35] The second way that relative roughness might affect
the local flow velocity is through changes in fluid defor-
mation (i.e., eddy viscosity) induced by mixing from wakes
shed by particles. To explore this effect, we formulate a
simple and plausible expression for the flow velocity within
the roughness layer based on a mixing-length that is a
function of bed roughness. The vertical structure of flow
velocity in steady and uniform open-channel flow can be
derived from an eddy viscosity approach [Schlichting,
1979] as
tðzÞ ¼ ru2* 1
z
h
	 

¼ rL2 du
dz
 2
¼ ru*L
du
dz
ð17Þ
where L is the mixing length. This statement for the fluid
shear stress uses the Boussinesq hypothesis that t(z) = re
du/dz and assumes that the eddy viscosity (e) can be
approximated from the product of local turbulent velocity
and length scales (i.e., u*L). The parameterization of the
total stress as tðzÞ ¼ ru2 1 zh
 
is valid for an impermeable
bed, but is an approximation near a sediment bed [McLean
and Nikora, 2006].
[36] Typically, the mixing length is set to
L ¼ kz 1 z
h
	 

; ð18Þ
which, when combined with equation (17), yields the well-
known logarithmic velocity profile given by equation (16).
Inspection of equations (17) and (18) reveals that the depth
dependencies (i.e., the term (1-z/h)) cancel when these
equations are combined resulting in a self-similar velocity
profile (equation (16)) that is independent of relative
roughness (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Velocity predictions for a logarithmic profile (equation (16)) and the quadratic profile
(equation (20)) for different cases of relative roughness ks/h. The height above the bed z is non-
dimensionalized by the bed-roughness length scale ks. The stream-wise velocity u is non-
dimensionalized by the shear velocity u*. The black squares are experimental measurements, which
we have digitized from Figure 4b of Nikora et al. [2001]. In their original figure many data points
overlap where z/ks > 0.5, such that we have under sampled their data in this region. Note that the log
profile is independent of ks/h.
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[37] In the near-bed region, mixing instead should be
dominated by wakes shed by the particles [Lopez and
Garcia, 1996; Nikora et al., 2001; Defina and Bixio,
2005]. Within the roughness layer it is appropriate to define
the mixing length as
L ¼ a1ks; ð19Þ
where a1 is a constant of proportionality that is likely less
than unity [Schlichting, 1979; Wiberg and Smith, 1987b,
1991; Nelson et al., 1991]. Combining equation (17) and
(19) and integrating, results in a quadratic velocity profile,
u
u*
¼ z
a1ks
1 z
2ks
ks
h
  
ð20Þ
where the no-slip boundary condition u (z = 0) = 0 has
been applied. Note that applying a no slip condition at z0
rather than z = 0 does not yield a significant difference
in our model predictions. The coefficient was found to be
a1 = 0.12 by matching equations (16) and (20) at z = ks
and assuming deep flow (h  ks). This value is similar to
those proposed previously for equation (19) (e.g., 0.18:
Schlichting [1979] and Nelson et al. [1991]; 0.41: Wiberg
and Smith [1991].
[38] Equation (20) should hold only in the roughness
layer and above this region a more appropriate velocity
profile would be logarithmic. In addition, equation (20)
might be invalid for h < ks, because the dominant mixing
length is likely smaller than ks if particles are emergent from
the flow. To our knowledge, no studies have measured the
mixing length or the velocity profile in emergent gravel. For
simplicity, we assume that equation (20) is valid within the
roughness layer (z < ks) for all values of relative roughness
(ks/h).
[39] By using a constant mixing length (i.e., one that does
not vary linearly with (1-z/h)), the local velocity about the
grains (equation (20)) is now predicted to depend on relative
roughness ks/h. For deep flow (small relative roughness),
the quadratic profile is near linear within the roughness
layer and matches the logarithmic profile at z = ks (Figure 4)
This linear profile is consistent with the measurements of
Dittrich and Koll [1997] and Nikora et al. [2001], the later
of which are shown for the case ks/h = 0.156 (Figure 4). The
data do not support the logarithmic profile. For shallow
flow, the quadratic profile predicts slower flow velocity than
the logarithmic profile, especially near the top of the
roughness layer. The logarithmic profile, on the other hand,
is self-similar for all values of relative roughness, such that
they plot on the same curve (Figure 4). Unfortunately,
owing to the difficulty of measurements within the rough-
ness layer, we know of no other data to test the model. The
model is consistent, however, with the measurements of
Bayazit [1975] that showed that flow velocity near the top
of the roughness elements systematically decreases with
increasing relative roughness.
[40] Note that the change in local velocity as a function of
relative roughness predicted by equation (20) will neces-
sarily produce a change in particle form drag, since form
drag depends on the local velocity [e.g., Wiberg and Smith,
1991]. Nonetheless, this is an indirect effect and the
dependency of local-flow velocity on relative roughness
appears to be due to changes in the eddy viscosity for a
given bed stress, and not due to a reduction in stress due to
increased form drag.
4.7. Turbulent Fluctuations
[41] Many studies have shown that the local average
velocity u is not the only relevant velocity scale in
determining sediment mobility and, in addition, the fluctu-
ations due to turbulence should be considered [e.g., Grass,
1970; Jackson, 1976; Bayazit, 1978; Best, 1992; Chang,
1998; Sechet and Le Guennec, 1999; Papanicolaou et al.,
2002; Schmeeckle and Nelson, 2003; Zanke, 2003; Wu and
Yang, 2004; Hofland et al., 2005; Cheng, 2006; Vollmer
and Kleinhans, 2007], particularly in steep streams where
the velocity profile is not logarithmic [Furbish, 1993,1998;
Furbish et al., 1998; Byrd and Furbish, 2000]. Of impor-
tance for bed load transport are outward interactions gen-
erated from wakes shed by roughness elements [Nelson et
al., 1995; Papanicolaou et al., 2001] and downward-
directed inrushes of high momentum fluid that contribute
to the Reynolds stress (i.e., sweeps) [Sutherland, 1967;
Nakagawa et al., 1980; Drake et al., 1988; Best, 1992]. The
frequency of sweep events scale with the depth-averaged
flow velocity and flow depth [Rao et al., 1971; Nezu and
Nakagawa, 1993; Shvidchenko and Pender, 2001; Marquis
and Roy, 2006] (i.e., outer scaling), rather than the inner
parameters of kinematic viscosity and shear velocity. In
addition to turbulent fluctuations within the flow, pressure
fluctuations within the pore fluid of the bed are important in
inducing sediment motion [Smart, 2005; Vollmer and
Kleinhans, 2007].
[42] The intensity of turbulent fluctuations (i.e., su/u*
where su is the root-mean square of stream-wise velocity)
varies with height above the bed and has a peak value near
the bed in hydraulically smooth flow, or near the top of the
roughness elements in hydraulically rough flow [Raupach et
al., 1991; Nikora and Goring, 2000]. This peak value (i.e.,
su,max/u*) has been called a ‘‘universal constant’’ [Nezu and
Nakagawa, 1993] and typical values range from 2.2 to 2.8.
Most studies, however, have focused on small relative
roughness, i.e., h  ks [Kironoto and Graf, 1994; Song et
al., 1994; Wang and Dong, 1996; Nikora and Goring, 2000;
Tachie et al., 2000, 2004; Wu and Yang, 2004] or hydrau-
lically smooth beds [e.g., Nezu and Rodi, 1986]. We are
aware of only four studies that have measured su,max/u* for
a wide range of relative roughness [Bayazit, 1975; Wang et
al., 1993; Dittrich and Koll, 1997; Carollo et al., 2005].
These studies show that su,max/u* is not a universal con-
stant, but instead increases as depth increases relative to the
roughness-length scale of the bed.
[43] Figure 5 shows a compilation of su,max/u* for a wide
range of relative roughness. Most of the data are from
studies that were not designed for the purpose of assessing
the effect of relative roughness on turbulence intensity.
Instead, most workers showed vertical profiles su/u* for a
limited range of relative roughness. We digitized these
vertical profiles and extracted the peak near-bed value of
su/u* for each experiment. The resultant data clearly show
that the peak value in the turbulence intensity increases with
decreasing relative roughness ks/h. Figure 5 does not
include data from the numerous studies that have measured
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su,max/u* for hydraulically smooth flow. Most data for
smooth beds, however, range from about 2.2 to 2.8 (as
indicated by dashed lines on Figure 5) [e.g., Nezu and Rodi,
1986]. Almost all of the compiled data for flow over rough
beds indicate smaller su,max/u* than is typical for smooth-
bed flows.
[44] The trend of increasing su,max/u* with decreasing
ks/h in Figure 5 is significant despite the fact that the data
cover a wide range of roughness types including boulders
and gravel in natural streams [Nikora and Goring, 2000;
Legleiter et al., 2007], and gravel, spheres, wire mesh, and
square blocks in laboratory flumes. The differences in
roughness type, as well as differences in the spatial concen-
tration of roughness elements on the bed, are probably the
main reasons for scatter in the data. For example, the
experiments of Nowell and Church [1979] were designed
to assess variable concentrations of roughness elements with
the same roughness length-scale (Lego blocks). We made no
attempt to account for the effect of roughness concentration,
therefore the data of Nowell and Church [1979] plot as a
vertical line on Figure 5, with increasing su,max/u*
corresponding to lower areal roughness concentration. Their
two experiments that have the largest values of su,max/u*
(and are the most significant outliers on Figure 5) had
roughness concentrations of only0.01 and 0.02. It is likely
that the parameter ks/h significantly overestimates the actual
roughness in these experiments due to the extremely low
roughness concentrations used. If a roughness concentration
correction were made, these points would be shifted to the
left on Figure 5 (i.e., smaller ks/h) and would be more in line
with the rest of the data.
[45] To our knowledge, a unified model for the turbulence
intensity as a function of relative roughness has yet to be
proposed. We hypothesize that the reduction in turbulence
intensity with increasing relative roughness is due to re-
duced macro-scale turbulent motions. For the same total
shear stress, deeper flows are faster near the free surface,
and therefore velocity fluctuations can be larger because the
differential flow velocity across the total depth is greater.
On the basis of the evidence for scaling of turbulent sweeps
to the outer-flow variables (discussed above), it seems
plausible that turbulence intensity also should scale with
the depth-averaged flow velocity U, which in turn is a
function of relative roughness. We therefore propose that
su;max
u*
¼ a2 U
u*
ð21Þ
where a2 is a constant of proportionality between the depth-
averaged velocity and the peak near-bed turbulence
intensity.
[46] Many formulas have been proposed for the depth-
averaged flow velocity of gravel bed rivers and steep
streams. One of the most widely used is that of Bathurst
[1985],
U
u*
¼ 5:62 log h
ks
 
þ 4: ð22Þ
Combining equations (21) and (22) results in a semi-
empirical model for the peak turbulence intensity
su;max
u*
¼ a2 5:62 log h
ks
 
þ 4
 
; ð23Þ
Figure 5. Near-bed peak turbulence intensity versus relative roughness. All points are data from
previously published studies (see text for details). The two horizontal dashed lines represent the range
in peak turbulent intensities for hydraulically smooth flow. The solid line is the model fit to the data
with a2 = 0.2 (equation (23)).
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where, based on a best fit with data in Figure 5, a2 = 0.2.
Thus the peak turbulent fluctuations are typically 20% of
the depth-averaged velocity, and decrease with increasing
relative roughness.
4.8. Summary of Slope-Dependent Effects
[47] In summary, there are several potential mechanisms
for the observed reduction in sediment mobility with
increasing slope and relative roughness. These are varia-
tions in drag from channel walls and morphologic struc-
tures on the bed, friction angles, particle emergence, air
entrainment, lift and drag coefficients, and the structure of
the local velocity and turbulent fluctuations. Drag from
channel walls and morphologic structures, as well as
friction angles, might vary with channel slope in some
natural streams due to changes in channel and bed mor-
phology, but the dependency on slope is most likely
negligible in flume experiments. Since, both laboratory
and field measurements show approximately the same trend
in t*c with S, these factors alone cannot explain the data.
Grain emergence and aeration are potentially important, but
cannot explain the data for relatively low slopes. Lift and
drag coefficients, unfortunately, are poorly known. The
data that exist suggest that the drag coefficient increases
with increasing slope due to backwater effects and an
associated pressure differential, which would increase the
mobility of particles on steeper slopes. This suggests,
through a process of elimination, that the local flow
velocity about the grains must decrease with increasing
slope. Indeed, experimental studies have shown that, for
the same bed shear stress, both the average local velocity
and the magnitude of near-bed turbulent velocity fluctua-
tions tend to decrease with increasing slope. These effects
appear to be due to variations in the vertical structure of
mixing (i.e., the eddy viscosity) and large-scale turbulent
motions as a result of changes in relative roughness.
5. Model Evaluation and Results
[48] In order to explore the potential slope-dependent
effects quantitatively, t*cT is calculated as a function of
bed slope following equation (12). Equation (12) is solved
using a simple iterative numerical scheme since bed slope
appears on both sides of the equation. For a given total
shear stress and channel slope, flow depth is solved from
equation (11). The ratio of the lift force to the drag force is
set to FL/FD = 0.85 [Chepil, 1958; Wiberg and Smith,
1987a]. Since much of the data in Figure 1 have been
corrected for wall drag, we set tw = 0 in equation (12),
which makes equations (12) and (13) equivalent (i.e., t*cT =
t*cTR). The component of the total stress spent on drag from
morphologic structures (tm) initially is set to zero for
simplicity, since it is unlikely to contribute to a slope
dependence as discussed in section 4.2. The sensitivity of
the model to morphologic drag is discussed in section 7.
The submerged specific density of sediment is set to r =
1.65 for siliceous material. The friction angle is initially set
to 60 for the case of D ffi ks [Wiberg and Smith, 1987a].
The sensitivity to different friction angles and a heteroge-
neous grain-size distribution are considered in section 6.
Only coarse sediment is considered, so that viscous effects
are neglected and CD = 0.9 [Nelson et al., 2001; Schmeeckle
et al., 2007]. Spherical particles are assumed, and the
cross-sectional area of the particle that is exposed to the
flow Axs and the submerged volume of the particle Vps are
given in Appendix A. First we discuss the baseline log-
profile model and then systematically include particle
emergence, flow aeration, the quadratic velocity profile,
and turbulent fluctuations.
5.1. Baseline Log-Profile Model
[49] Initially, equation (12) is solved by neglecting all of
the slope-dependent effects discussed above and therefore is
similar to the model presented by Wiberg and Smith
[1987a]. The logarithmic velocity profile (equation (16))
was squared and integrated from z0  z  D and combined
with equation (12). As shown in Figure 6, the log-profile
model predicts a relatively constant value of t*cT for low
channel slopes that decreases rapidly at high channel slopes.
This trend is expected from inspection of equation (12), as
the channel slope approaches the friction angle, t*cT tends
to zero. This model does not match the data well.
5.2. Particle Emergence
[50] Including particle emergence produces the exact
same trend as the baseline log-profile model, except for
channel slopes greater than about 0.05 where t*cT abruptly
increases as particles emerge from the flow (Figure 6).
Again, at very high slopes t*cT is forced to zero where
the channel slope equals the friction angle. The dashed line
in Figure 6 separates the regions of particle submergence
(D < h) and emergence (D > h).
5.3. Flow Aeration
[51] The effective density of the water-air mixture was
calculated using equations (14) and (15). As mentioned
above, equation (15) should provide a minimum estimate
of aeration. Flow aeration has little affect for channel
slopes less than 0.01 (Figure 6). In the region of 0.01 <
S < 0.05 flow aeration tends to offset the gravitational
effects in the baseline log-profile model, resulting in a
more constant value of t*cT. For channel slopes greater
than 0.05, aeration causes a slightly greater t*cT, but the
model prediction is dominated by the effect of emergence
at these large slopes.
5.4. Quadratic Velocity Profile
[52] The effects of wake mixing on the eddy viscosity is
introduced in the model by using the quadratic velocity profile
(equation (20)), rather than the log profile (equation (16)). By
including the quadratic velocity profile, particles on all
slopes are predicted to be less mobile and hence the Shields
curve is shifted upwards. This is because the quadratic
profile predicts lower velocities than the log profile at all
channel slopes (Figure 4). Importantly, including the qua-
dratic profile results in an increasing critical Shields stress
with slope in the region of particle submergence. This also
results in a smoother transition from fully submerged to
partially emerged grains.
5.5. Turbulent Fluctuations
[53] Sediment is most likely to be entrained when turbu-
lent fluctuations act to increase the local velocity around the
grains above the average velocity. These downstream di-
rected turbulent fluctuations, therefore, are included in the
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model by equating the local velocity u(z) in equation (12) to
an effective entrainment velocity, which is the sum of the
local average velocity u(z) and the magnitude of turbulent
excursions su,max (i.e., u(z) = u(z) + su,max). For simplicity,
su,max is assumed to be uniform about the exposed cross-
sectional area of the particle Axs and is given by equation (23)
with a2 = 0.2.
[54] The model indicates that turbulent fluctuations affect
incipient motion significantly. First, fluctuations increase
the drag and lift forces on the particle, so that mobility is
increased (i.e., t*cT is decreased) for all channel slopes
(Figure 6). Second, the magnitude of the fluctuations are
much larger for lower slopes (deeper flows), which results
in a significant increase in t*cT with increasing channel
slope. The result is a model that reproduces the trend and
the magnitude of the data well.
5.6. Summary of Model Results
[55] The baseline log-profile model does not predict the
empirical trend of increasing t*cT with channel slope; in
fact, it predicts an opposite trend. In light of this, the
additional components considered here are a considerable
improvement. Aeration has the least affect on the trend of
the data. Particle emergence is significant, but only for
slopes greater than 0.05. The most important effects con-
sidered are changes to the local velocity profile due to an
eddy viscosity that incorporates wake mixing and changes
to the intensity of velocity fluctuations due to the relative
roughness dependency of macro-scale turbulence.
6. Mixed Particle Sizes
[56] Thus far uniform-size sediment (or D = ks) has been
assumed. A more complete model must include heteroge-
neous particle sizes. Mixed particle sizes can lead to
important dynamics in gravel and boulder-bedded streams,
such as particle clustering and size-selective transport
[Paola et al., 1992; Wilcock and McArdell, 1993; Church
and Hassan, 2002; Yager et al., 2007]. Assessing these
processes in a rigorous way is beyond the scope of this
paper. Here we take the simplistic approach of treating
multiple grain sizes through the friction angle term in
equation (12), which is dominantly a function of the particle
size of interest D relative to the roughness length scale of
Figure 6. Model predictions and data for critical Shields stress as a function of channel slope. The
effects considered include: (1) logarithmic velocity profile, (2) particle emergence, (3) flow aeration,
(4) quadratic velocity profile, and 5) turbulent fluctuations. These are included cumulatively, such that the
thick solid line represents all of the effects. The dashed diagonal line separates the fields of particle
submergence (D < h) from emergence (D > h). The model predicts t*cT = 0 where the bed-slope angle
equals the friction angle, indicated by the vertical dashed line. Note that the predictions for S > 0.57
should not be deemed reliable, as these slope angles (>30 degrees) are larger than the typical angle of
repose of loose sediment. Data shown are the same as Figure 1.
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the bed ks [Kirchner et al., 1990; Johnston et al., 1998].
Wiberg and Smith [1987a] proposed the geometric relation
f0 ¼ cos1
D=ks þ z*
D=ks þ 1
 
ð24Þ
based on the data of Miller and Byrne [1966], where ks is
the median particle size (i.e., ks = D50) and z* is the
‘‘average level of the bottom of the almost moving grain’’
and was found empirically to be z* = 0.02 for natural sand
[Wiberg and Smith, 1987a].
[57] Multiple Shields curves were generated for different
friction angles from equations (12) and (24) (Figure 7).
Particles are more difficult to move for larger friction
angles, which results in an upward shift of the Shields
curve. When D/ks is unity, the friction angle given by
equation (24) is predicted to be f0  60, which is
consistent with the previous calculations (i.e., Figure 6).
More recent work on gravel beds have found f0  52 for
D/ks = 1 [Buffington et al., 1992; Johnston et al., 1998]. It
also has been shown that friction angles can vary substan-
tially for the same value of D/ks due to variable pocket
geometries [Kirchner et al., 1990]. Thus it might be more
appropriate to use a friction angle that is smaller than the
mean angle predicted by equation (24). As shown in
Figure 7, however, the data are consistent with friction angles
ranging from about 60 to 70. This suggests that using a
mean friction angle (e.g., equation (24)) is reasonable. We
have adopted equation (24) over other empirical power law
relations to be consistent with previous modeling work
[Wiberg and Smith, 1987a].
[58] To predict the sizes of grains that are most mobile for
a given boundary shear stress, it is useful to normalize the
critical shear stress by ks, rather than D, because ks is
constant for a bed composed of multiple grain sizes [e.g.,
Wiberg and Smith, 1987a]. The curves for different friction
angles in Figure 7 are interpreted to represent different
relative particle sizes D/ks following equation (24). Hence
large friction angles are interpreted to be for particles with
small D/ks and small friction angles are interpreted to be for
particles with large D/ks. Figure 8 shows that the theoretical
Shields curves collapse when normalized by ks (i.e., (D/ks)
t*cT), which indicates that the critical shear stress necessary
to mobilize different sediment sizes does not vary signifi-
cantly (typically less than a factor of three). Moreover, the
relative mobility of different sizes is a complex function of
channel slope.
[59] This is clearer in Figure 9 where the critical shear
stress is plotted versus the relative particle size [cf. Wiberg
and Smith, 1987a]. Here the critical shear stress needed to
move a given size D is normalized by the value needed to
move the size D = ks, where, following Wiberg and Smith
[1987a], ks is interpreted to be the median particle size. Thus
particle sizes that are more difficult to move than D = ks
have values greater than unity and particles that are easier to
move have values less than unity. A horizontal line repre-
sents equal mobility – where all particle sizes move at the
same shear stress. For most channel slopes and particle
sizes, the model predicts near equal mobility for the fine
fraction D < ks. The coarse fraction, on the other hand, is
predicted to be the most mobile sediment on low slopes
(S < 0.01), the least mobile sediment on steep slopes (S >
0.05), and approximately as mobile as the finer material on
the moderate slopes in between. The latter finding is
consistent with most studies, which have shown that sedi-
ment is nearly equally mobile, since many gravel bed rivers
studied have moderate slopes around 0.02 [e.g., Parker,
1990; Parker et al., 2007]. The large values of relative shear
stress for the coarse fraction on steep slopes is also consis-
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 except that the critical shear
stress needed to move particle size D is normalized by ks,
which is constant for a bed of multiple particle sizes and
represents here the median particle size on the bed. Thus the
curves indicate the relative mobility of different particle
sizes under the same shear stress. The relationship between
D, ks, and f0 is given by equation (24).
Figure 7. Model predications of the critical Shields stress
versus slope for different values of the friction angle f0.
The model includes particle emergence, flow aeration, the
quadratic velocity profile, and turbulent fluctuations.
The dashed diagonal line separates the fields of particle
submergence (D < h) from emergence (D > h). Each model
prediction tends to zero at large slopes where the bed-slope
angle equals the friction angle. Data shown are the same as
Figure 1.
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tent with observations that boulders are relatively immobile
in mountain streams [e.g., Yager et al., 2007]. The reason
for the systematic increase in relative shear stress with S for
the coarser fraction is primarily because large particles
become emergent from the flow before smaller particles,
rendering them less mobile.
[60] The force balance model described here provides a
straightforward method of predicting relative mobility of a
mixed bed. These predictions, however, should be treated
with caution. For example, on very low slopes (S < 102)
the model predicts that coarse particles will move before
finer particles (Figure 9). This is because the increased
weight of larger particles is more than compensated for by
smaller friction angles, which renders coarser particles more
mobile. While this tendency has been documented before
[Solari and Parker, 2000; Brummer and Montgomery,
2003], size-selective mobility favoring finer sediment is
typically considered the norm [e.g., Parker, 1990; Buffington
et al., 1992; Paola et al., 1992; Powell et al., 2001;
Ferguson, 2003]. Others have found similar results as our
model and argued that shifting of coarser particles could
allow rapid entrainment of finer sediment [Kirchner et al.,
1990], or coarser particles might be partially buried by fines
[Buffington et al., 1992], rendering mixtures more equally
mobile than simple models predict. We caution that changes
to the empirical coefficients used to model aeration, wake
mixing, and turbulent fluctuations would alter the overlap
between the Shields curves in Figure 8, which could affect
the predictions of size-selective mobility.
7. Discussion
7.1. Drag From Morphologic Structures
[61] In the calculations above, the magnitude of stress
spent on morphologic structures was set to zero (tm = 0) for
simplicity. While it was argued in section 4.2 that morpho-
logic drag appears to be independent of channel-bed slope,
it is probable that the magnitude of drag due to protruding
particles, particle clusters and larger morphologic structures
is non-negligible in flume experiments and natural streams
[e.g., Millar, 1999]. We calculated the critical Shields stress
as a function of slope using equation (12) with f0 = 60 for
constant values of the ratio of morphologic drag to the total
stress (tm/tT). As expected, including a constant value of
tm/tT (i.e., one that does not trend with channel slope)
changes the magnitude of the critical Shields stress for a
given slope (Figure 10). Increasing tm causes an increase in
t*cT because a smaller portion of the total stress is available
to move sediment. The model fits the data well if morpho-
logic drag is set between 0 and 60% of the total driving
stress. Larger portions of drag (e.g., 80%) result in an over-
prediction of the data. This estimated range in morphologic
drag is consistent with estimates by Parker et al. [2007] that
morphologic form drag typically ranges from 21% to 57%
of the total driving stress, based on a compilation of bank-
full hydraulic measurements from gravel bed rivers.
[62] In order to make the model easier to apply, we have
fit expressions to the theoretical curves in Figure 10 for tm/
tT = 0%, 40%, and 60%. It was found that 4
th-order
polynomials approximate well the theoretical curves for
104 < S < 0.5:
t*cT ¼ exp P4X 4 þ P3X 3 þ P2X 2 þ P1X þ P0
  ð25Þ
where X = 0.407ln(142S) after performing a centering and
scaling algorithm to improve the least squares fit. P0, P1,
P2, P3 and P4 are constants given by 3.57, 0.476, 0.199,
0.107, and 2.49  102 respectively for tm/tT = 0%;
3.14, 0.410, 0.142, 8.94  102, and 2.59  102
respectively for tm/tT = 40%; and 2.8, 0.377, 0.121,
7.44  102, and 2.02  102 respectively for tm/tT =
60%. The errors for these approximate curves are less than
the thickness of the lines on Figure 10 within the regime
104 < S < 0.5.
7.2. Predicting Bed-Surface Grain Size
[63] Many river restoration efforts attempt to adjust bed-
surface particle size to improve habitat (e.g., for salmonid
spawning) [Kondolf and Wolman, 1993]. Over long time-
scales, it is commonly assumed that particle sizes on the
channel bed are adjusted to the hydraulic conditions, so that
the bankfull Shields stress t*bf is approximately equal to the
critical Shields stress t*cT [Parker, 1978; Andrews, 1983].
While oversimplified, such an assumption is powerful as it
allows for a simple prediction of bed surface sediment size
[e.g., Buffington et al., 2004]. Buffington and Montgomery
[1999] collected data from several stream reaches with
different morphologies to test the assumption that t*bf 
t*cT. They found that particle sizes were substantially finer
than expected (i.e., t*bf > t*cT), which they attributed to
morphologic form drag. This conclusion was supported by
the fact that reaches with more woody debris had larger t*bf,
as shown in Figure 11. Their data also show, however, that
for a given channel morphology (with presumably similar
values of morphologic drag), t*bf systematically increases
with channel slope and systematically deviates from the
assumed t*cT = 0.03 (Figure 11). The increase in t*bf with
Figure 9. Total shear stress at incipient motion of particle
size D normalized by the total shear stress necessary to
move particle size D = ks, versus the relative particle size
D/ks. Here, ks represents the median particle size on the
bed. The horizontal dashed line represents equal mobility.
The diagonal dashed line represents size-selective transport
given by the Shields stress, where the critical stress is
proportional to the particle size.
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S is consistent with our model. Figure 11 shows the model
predictions (equation (12)) for different ratios of morpho-
logic drag to the total stress. The model predictions are an
improvement over assuming t*cT = 0.03, but still underes-
timate the data trend of increasing t*bf with S. This could be
due to systematic variations in drag or friction angles within
each morphologic division, among other assumptions in-
herent in such an analysis [Buffington and Montgomery,
2001; Millar and Rennie, 2001; Wilcock, 2001]. The model
predicts that the plane bed reaches have morphologic drag
that constitutes zero to 60% of the total stress. In the wood-
poor, pool-riffle reaches, morphologic drag is predicted to
be about 60 to 80% of the total stress, and many of the
wood-rich, pool-riffle reaches appear to have greater than
80% morphologic drag. These results are consistent with
field measurements and analysis by Buffington [1998,
Chapter 3].
[64] Most rivers networks tend to have finer sediment on
their beds in the downstream direction. This is typically
attributed to abrasion of particles, selective transport of finer
sediment, or a downstream reduction in shear stress. Some
workers, however, have found that particle size increases
in the downstream direction [Solari and Parker, 2000;
Brummer and Montgomery, 2003]. Our study offers an
explanation for this counter intuitive finding. If t*cT
decreases downstream (because S decreases) more rapidly
Figure 11. Field measurements of total bankfull Shields
stress versus channel slope from Buffington andMontgomery
[1999]. The data are stratified according to channel
morphology. The dashed line represents the predicted
relation where t*cT = 0.03, as assumed by Buffington and
Montgomery [1999]. The solid lines are the expected
relations using our model (equation (12)) for different
percentages of stress borne by morphologic structures
divided by the total stress (tm/tT).
Figure 10. Model predications of the critical Shields stress versus slope for different values of the ratio
of the stress borne by morphologic structures to the total stress tm/tT. The model includes particle
emergence, flow aeration, the quadratic velocity profile, and turbulent fluctuations. The dashed diagonal
line separates the fields of particle submergence (D < h) from emergence (D > h). Each model prediction
tends to zero at large slopes where the bed-slope angle equals the friction angle. Data shown are the same
as Figure 1.
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than the bankfull shear stress decreases, then the equilibrium
particle size is predicted to increase downstream (if t*bf 
t*cT). One then might expect to find downstream coarsening
in steep headwater channels, since t*cT varies most strongly
with slope for large slopes (Figure 6), which is consistent
with the observations of Brummer and Montgomery [2003].
7.3. Implications for Low and High Gradient Channels
[65] In lowland gravel bed rivers, equation (12) indicates
that t*cT can be a factor of two smaller than 0.03. In most
natural settings, these low sloping rivers could have sub-
stantial concentrations of sand on the bed. The model of
Wilcock and Crowe [2003], based on the experiments of
Wilcock et al. [2001], shows that sand can cause a reduction
in t*cT from about 0.035 to 0.02 where the sand fraction
increases from 10% to 30%. These workers also report a
systematic reduction in channel slope with increasing sand
content (from about 8  103 to 1.4  103). Our model
predicts a similar reduction in t*cT for this range in slopes
due enhanced near-bed average velocities and turbulent
fluctuations, without regard to sand content (Figure 6). More
work is needed to sort out the potential overlapping influ-
ences of sand content and channel slope on incipient motion.
[66] Most of the river network in hilly and mountainous
landscapes is composed of small, steep channels, which are
typically mantled by coarse sediment. The transport of
boulders is considered a rate limiting process for bedrock
erosion [Seidl et al., 1994; Sklar and Dietrich, 2004; Lamb
et al., 2006] and has been shown to set the concavity of the
longitudinal profile [Sklar and Dietrich, 2006]. It is com-
mon to assume that boulder transport on slopes > 0.1 occurs
only by debris flows [Stock and Dietrich, 2003], or that
boulders must break down in place. Moreover, stream-
restoration researchers now place boulder clusters or other
roughness elements in steep streams in an attempt to
capture and store sediment to restore quasi-natural con-
ditions [Rosgen, 1996; Stallman et al., 2004]. These efforts
are hampered because application of a constant t*c in
mountain streams has had little success [e.g., Zimmermann
and Church, 2001]. Our study allows for quantitative field
estimation of boulder transport by fluvial processes. Equa-
tion (12) indicates that boulders become increasingly diffi-
cult to move by fluvial processes with increasing slope –
but not impossible, as long as there is sufficient flow and
boundary shear stress.
[67] Also of note is the possibility that the peak in the
critical Shields stress (Figure 10) identifies a zone of
channel slopes in which sediment transport converges,
which could be important for debris flow initiation. At very
large slopes that approach the friction angle, sediment is
highly mobile due to the large gravitational force pulling
particles downslope. Particles that are transported in these
steep zones by overland flow or raveling [e.g., Imaizumi et
al., 2006] might collect at lower slopes where particles are
relatively immobile (i.e., for slopes of about 0.2 < S <
tan f0), which could eventually lead to failure initiating
debris flows.
8. Conclusions
[68] The critical Shields stress for incipient motion of
sediment in open-channel flow increases with channel
slope. This observation is contrary to standard theoretical
models for incipient motion that predict increased mobility
with increasing channel slope due to the added gravitational
force in the downstream direction. Several processes might
explain this discrepancy including variable drag caused by
morphologic structures, wall drag, friction angles, grain
emergence, flow aeration, changes to the vertical structure
of flow velocity, and turbulent fluctuations. Increasing
friction angles and drag due to changes in bed morphology
do not appear to be the cause of the slope dependency, as is
often assumed, because significant changes in bed morphol-
ogy in controlled flume experiments seems unlikely. More-
over, data from flume experiments and natural streams are
not significantly different, which suggests that other pro-
cesses are responsible for the slope-dependent critical
Shields stress. A simple 1-D force-balance model indicates
that the effect of aeration is small, and that grain emergence
cannot explain the trend in the data for low slopes (S < 0.1).
Through a process of elimination, it is concluded that the
local velocity about the grains must decrease with increas-
ing channel slope, for the same shear stress and particle size.
A quadratic profile for the average local velocity is pro-
posed based on a 1-D eddy viscosity model where mixing is
dominated by wakes shed by particles. Inclusion of this
profile in the force balance improves the model predictions
of the trend in the data. To include the fluctuating compo-
nent of local velocity due to turbulence, we hypothesize that
the intensity of near-bed turbulent fluctuations are propor-
tional to the depth-averaged flow velocity. A compilation of
data supports this hypothesis and reveals the proportionality
constant to be 0.2. The combined effects of particle
emergence, an eddy viscosity that incorporates wake mix-
ing, and turbulent fluctuations in the model produce in-
creasing t*cT with increasing slope that match the available
data well. Collectively, these effects arise because of the
coincident change in relative roughness with slope, since
flow depth is inversely related to channel slope for a given
bed-shear stress and particle size. Extension to multiple
grain sizes indicates that the coarse fraction becomes
increasingly less mobile on steeper slopes, primarily due
to particle emergence. A slope-dependent critical Shields
stress has broad implications as the assumption of constant
t*c is the basis of many models used to predict such things
as bed load transport, debris flow entrainment, bedrock
erosion, downstream fining, and bed particle size.
Appendix A
[69] The cross-sectional area of the particle that is ex-
posed to the flow Axs and the volume of the particle during
partial emergence Vps are calculated by integrating a partial
sphere. Let h* = h/D and z0* = z0/D. Axs is given by
Axs
D2
¼ h* 1
2
  ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h* h*2
p
þ 1
4
arcsin 2h* 1ð Þ

 z0* 1
2
 

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z0* z0*2
q
 1
4
arcsin 2z0* 1ð Þ
 for h* < 1
ðA1Þ
and does not include the portion of the particle that is below
zo or above h. No account of shielding due to grain packing
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or burial are taken into account except through the term zo.
When a particle is fully submerged Axs is given by
Axs
D2
¼ p
8
 z0* 1
2
  ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z0* z0*2
q
 1
4
arcsin 2z0* 1ð Þ

for h*  1 ðA2Þ
The partially submerged volume of a particle Vps is given by
Vps
D3
¼ ph*2 1
2
 1
3
h*
 
for h* < 1 ðA3Þ
For a fully submerged sphere (h*  1) Vps = Vp = 1/6pD3.
More detail on these integrations can be found by Yager
et al. [2007].
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